Supplementary Note SN1 -Gene expression datasets
Human cell-cycle data was obtained from (Whitfield, et al., 2002) . HeLa cells were synchronized to an initial phase with an arresting medium, typically G1 or S2, and after release from arrest aliquots were withdrawn at various, uniformly spaced time periods. DNA was then extracted and subsequently followed by gene expression profiling using a microarray platform. Raw and pre-processed expression data can be downloaded via the author's supplementary data website (http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Human-CellCycle/Hela/index.shtml). Five replicates of the experiment were performed at varied time intervals and with various initial phases. These replicates each ranged from 12 to 48 conditions each. Expression profiles from the five replicates were concatenated together using a method described for similar datasets in yeast (Yu, et al., 2008) .
In our post-processing of the human expression data, we mapped expression profiles to Entrez Gene IDs. The raw data files contained many identifiers per gene expression profile such as experiment Clone ID, Gene Symbol, and Unigene ID; however for our analysis we mapped Unigene ID to Entrez Gene ID. For the remaining gene profiles that failed to be mapped by this process, we further attempted to map the ones with known Gene Symbols to Entrez Gene ID. In this twofold mapping, we utilized the current human Entrez Gene annotation as of February 2011, which can be downloaded from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene, and the retired Unigene ID lists, which is also accessible from ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/repository/UniGene/Homo_sapiens/. Due to the age of the human experiments, we found it necessary to use this retired list of Unigene IDs which contains a dictionary from retired Unigene IDs to current Unigene IDs.
During this mapping, we encountered numerous Unigene IDs in the post-processed dataset that mapped to a single Entrez Gene ID. This is an artifact that some legacy transcripts have now been renamed or consolidated into a single present-day gene identifier. To handle these duplicate mapped records, we averaged the gene expression profile across conditions and included these consensus profiles in our analysis. We further filtered the pre-processed gene expression profile files to remove entries that could not be mapped to an Entrez Gene ID. After our filtering and mapping, this resulted in a human dataset of 16,134 genes and expression levels for 114 conditions.
For yeast, we further analyzed the consolidated post-processed cell-cycle gene expression datasets listed in (Yu, et al., 2008) . The final yeast dataset contained 6253 unique ORFs, each of which contained expression levels for 267 conditions (a.k.a. time points).
Supplementary Note SN2 -Gene expression relationships
There are four biologically relevant temporal gene expression relationships-co-expression, time-shifted, inverted, and inverted time-shifted (Qian, et al., 2001) . These are illustrated in Supplementary Figure SF3 . Genome-wide gene expression levels are taken over time-course intervals such that we acquire comparable expression profiles.
Co-expression-Genes have portions of almost identical expression levels. Unlike global co-expression of stable interactions, only a subset of the expression profile has high correlation. This type of gene expression relationship may arise due to stresses or other conditional factors in the cell.
Time-shifted-Genes have nearly similar expression profiles, but one appears shifted. These may arise in common biological pathways where one gene's change in expression initiates a chain reaction by changing the expression of downstream genes in the same biological pathway. Typically, this type of relationship refers to a common trend in expression change between the two genes. That is, if one gene's expression increases, so does that of the second gene, and vice versa.
Inverted-Genes have almost inverted expression profiles. These relationships are typically indicative of inhibitory pathways in the cell where one gene's activation causes a deactivation of another gene. PCC close to -1 may also be used to identified these relationships.
Inverted time-shifted-Identical to time-shifted relationship however, the trend between the two genes' expressions is inverted. That is, if one gene's expression increases, the other decreases and vice versa.
In our analysis, we utilize gene pairs showing any of these 4 relationships in determining transient interactions.
Supplementary Note SN3 -Interaction datasets
In order to explore interaction dynamics across PPI technologies, we consolidated publicly available interaction sets containing pairs of interacting proteins from multiple sources. These interaction sets spanned four detection methods: Y2H, AP/MS, literature-curated binary interactions from multiple sources (LC-Multiple), and a set of high-quality literature-curated co-complex interactions for each of the species. A summary of the number of interactions detected using each technology platform and their reference source have been summarized below:
Human:
Technology For Y2H, interactions from 3 sources were pooled into a master list by simple concatenation. For LC-Multiple, interactions from 3 sources were compiled into a master list where at least 2 independent publications supported the interaction. AP/MS interactions were obtained from a genome-scale screen. This literature-curated co-complex interaction set was Reactome and is considered to be one of the most reliable datasets because it has extensively reviewed by experts (Jansen, et al., 2002; Lage, et al., 2007) . These sets were compiled using a previously described protocol (Yu, et al., 2008) .
Yeast:

Supplementary Note SN4-PCC cutoff for stable interactions
We empirically determined a PCC cutoff to detect which of these high-quality well-validated interactions are globally coexpressed. In fact, different cutoffs do not change our results at all. As shown in Supplementary Figure SF4 , globally coexpressed binary interactions and co-complex associations determined at three different PCC cutoffs in both species show significant enrichment of functional similarity. For consistency, we choose the PCC cutoff for each species (>=0.3 for both human and yeast) to correspond to the top 5 percentile of the PCC distribution of expression profiles for all gene pairs in that particular species.
Supplementary Note SN5-Betweenness as a topological property
Betweenness is a measure of the total number of non-redundant shortest paths going through a certain node or edge. This concept was originally introduced to measure the centrality of the nodes in networks. Nodes with high betweenness are like heavily used intersections leading to major highways or bridges -if these were blocked, the whole transportation system would fail. Even within biological systems, nodes with high betweenness are strongly correlated with essentiality (Yu, et al., 2007) . More recently, a similar metric was proposed for edges. Edge betweenness can be used to detect community structure within networks -those with high betweenness form links between sub-graph clusters. Therefore, removing these edges could partition a network into disconnected components (Girvan and Newman, 2002) .
Supplementary Note SN6-The Parallel Java framework
For our computational pipeline for detecting stable interactions, we computed the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) amongst all non-redundant, unique pairs of gene expression profiles. This calculation was implemented in a massively parallel, Java program utilizing the Parallel Java framework (Kaminsky, 2010) . Since calculating pairwise correlations has time-complexity O(n 2 ) (where n is the total number of genes in an organism with known expression profiles) and n~10 4 , the computation can be extremely slow and memory intensive without such a framework. The framework utilized allows creation of parallel threads which when used efficiently optimize both the number of available cores and the amount of accessible memory on a given system.
Supplementary Note SN7 -A summary of the Smith-Waterman like dynamic programming algorithm
The Smith-Waterman like dynamic programming algorithm is exactly the same as previously described (Qian, et al., 2001) . Gene expression similarities are calculated in terms of products of normalized individual expression values. If the normalized (z-transformed) expression level of gene x at time t is denoted by x t , the matrix of all possible similarities between the expression values for gene x and gene y is denoted by M(x i ,y j ) = x i y j . In the following equations, this quantity is denoted by M i,j . Two sum matrices E and D are calculated as follows:
The goal is to find a local segment with the maximum local expression-correlation score (LES). If this maximal segment is not along the principal diagonal, it indicates that the expression profiles are time-shifted. If matrix E yields the maximal segment, the profiles are in sync but if matrix D has this segment, the profiles are inverted.
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